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ABSTRACT 

The animals’ neural system is capable of integrating inputs from different sensory modalities to 

aid the perception of external events, providing behavioral advantages including quicker reaction 

time and higher accuracy of response. Highly implicated in such functionalities is the mammalian 

midbrain structure superior colliculus (SC). SC neurons are capable of responding to cross-modal 

inputs with an elevated number of neuronal spikes, e.g. brief flashes and noise bursts, in 

comparison to either modality-specific component. However, such capability is not innate for it 

fails to develop in animals deprived of early life cross-modal experience. This study revealed 

animals with such physiological anomaly failed to use cross-modal cues as effectively in a 

localization task. Recent findings suggest that the temporal profile of multisensory responses in 

normal animals is featured by a superadditive initial enhancement and a delayed inhibition. In 

sensory-deprived animals, such features of the multisensory temporal profile were demonstrated 

to be altered. Even though these neurons still utilized a real-time transform, the initial response 

enhancement was much weaker which indicated no further enhancement over statistical 

facilitation. Highly variable cross-modal exposure failed to rescue enhancement level back to 

normal. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Superior Colliculus Basic Structure and Sensorimotor Functions  

The SC is a multi-layered structure. For the purpose of the current discussion, it can be seen as 

being made up of two groups of cells: the superficial layer (SCs) and the intermediate/deep layers 

(SCi).   

Neurons in the SCs show visual responsiveness, and SCs visual neurons’ receptive fields (RF) are 

registered in a retinotopic map. The SCs receive heavy, direct retinal inputs and thus exhibits 

short visual response latencies (Boehnke & Munoz, 2008).    

The SCi receives converging inputs from multiple sensory modalities including vision, audition 

and somatosensation, and the topographies of SCi neurons are aligned with that of the SCs, in that 

more rostral neurons represent more medial parts of space while more lateral neurons represent 

lower parts of space. There are SCi neurons that show motor-related activity during eye, head or 

limb movement (Gandhi & Katnani, 2011) that orients the animal to a salient target. The role of 

the structure in orienting behaviors among multiple species were demonstrated by either 

stimulation of the structure that resulted in contralateral movement (Roucoux & Crommelinck, 

1976; Mchaffie & Stein, 1982; Robinson 1973), or inhibition of the structure that disrupted 

normal eye movement (Lee et al., 1988; Munoz & Wurtz, 1992). Such functionality is highly 

comparable to that observed in similar procedures carried out in species like frogs (Ingle, 1970) 

that lack a neocortex.  

The superficial and deeper layers of the SC receive cortical (Schiller et al., 1979; Fries, 1984) and 

subcortical (Edwards et al., 1979) inputs from drastically different sources. However, it would 

certainly be counterintuitive to argue that the superficial and deeper layers of the SC are 

segregated given the aligned topographies of their neurons and the anatomical proximity. Indeed, 
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in vitro studies of the rodent SC help illustrate the prevalence of both feedforward and feedback 

interlaminar connections (Isa & Hall, 2009; Vokoun et al., 2010; Ghitani et al., 2014).   

What these interlaminar connections have been thought to be crucial for is an oculomotor 

movement called express saccades. These are saccadic eye movements with very short latencies 

(70 – 90 ms in monkeys and 90 -120 in humans) that can be studied when the subject saccades to 

a delayed visual target at a previously cued location (Edelman & Keller, 1996). Such paradigm 

creates a scenario comparable to that of reflexive eye movement. Recording of the SCi during 

express saccades showed stimulus-evoked activity starting as early as 40-50 ms after stimulus 

onset, which is faster than that of a retino-geniculo-striate relay. Furthermore, deactivation of the 

frontal eye field had no effect on express saccades while deactivation of the SC eliminates them 

(Schiller et al., 1987).  

Cortico-collicular Inputs  

The role of cortico-collicular inputs that rely on the geniculostriate pathway was well illustrated 

by James Prague’s findings in 1966 where cats had their whole visual cortex removed unilaterally 

(Sprague, 1966). The cats showed contralateral neglect of visual targets which would formerly 

induce the animal to turn and examine. This result was rather not surprising, considering the 

substantial loss of cortical tissue and potential excitotoxic damage of downstream structures. An 

interesting observation was made when the intercollicular commissure was severed thus the 

ipsilateral SC no longer received inputs from the contralateral hemisphere. Dramatically, the 

defect was partially reversed after the procedure. Two streams of thoughts can be drawn from 

such findings: first, striate cortex - dependent visual signals are not the only driving visual input 

into the deeper SC; second, during fixation, the SC seemingly receives contralateral inhibition to 

cancel out excitatory input, thus achieving a balanced net output.  
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A phenomenon of clinical significance that helps to shed light on the idea of an alternative 

ascending visual pathway other than the geniculostriate pathway is one called blindsight, where 

subjects with occipital damage, especially to the striate cortex, that self-report to be blind, shows 

certain spared visual functions, e.g. detection of moving objects (Riddoch, 1917). SC recordings 

from monkeys with such lesions unilaterally showed sustained activity after cue viewing that 

correlated with saccadic decision making and was unique to the lesioned side (Takaura et al., 

2011). These results exposed the SCs shifted role in subjects with blindsight. Consequently, it has 

been suggested that the spared functions are substantiated through the visual input from SCs into 

parts of thalamus including LGN and the pulvinar. Then the signal is subsequently projected to 

the middle temporal visual area (MT), or V5, bypassing the striate cortex (Tamietto & Morrone, 

2016; Perez & Chokron, 2014; Lyon et al., 2010). Even though, in the cat visual cortex removal 

experiment mentioned previously, any homologous brain structure corresponding to primate MT 

(Northcutt & Kaas, 1995) was unlikely spared, a pathway consisting of sSC and pulvinar should 

be seriously considered for its potential for contributing visual inputs for SC-dependent 

orientation, because the pulvinar has been shown to be capable of both dorsal and ventral stream 

visual information processing while projecting to multiple cortical regions (Arcaro et al., 2015) 

that subsequently project to deeper layers of SC, e.g. the prefrontal cortex (Kreibich & Werner, 

2006) and the lateral intraparietal sulcus in primates (Paré & Wurtz, 2011).  

Multisensory Integration in the Superior Colliculus and its Development  

As mentioned previously, the deeper layers of SC are characterized by receiving cross-modal 

inputs (Stein & Meredith, 1993). SCi neurons with multisensory responsiveness have overlapping 

RFs and more interestingly, when stimuli from multiple modalities coincide in the neuron’s RFs, 

the neuron’s response get enhanced. Such enhancement is examined through its comparison with 

the way SC neuron integrate two unisensory stimuli where the combined stimuli would not be 

better than the most effective of the individual component in eliciting neuronal responses 
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(Wallace et al., 1998; Alvarado et al., 2007). The combination of cross-modal stimuli, on the 

other hand, is capable of eliciting enhanced response exceeding that by any single component. 

This property leads to the formulation of a metric termed multisensory enhancement (ME) to 

describe the level of neural enhancement produced by the combination of sensory inputs in 

comparison to a non-integrating situation. ME= [(CM − SMmax)/ SMmax] X 100, where CM 

represents the cross-modal response and SMmax the best unisensory response.  

Receiving converging multisensory inputs in the midbrain is not a trait restricted to mammals, 

since the frog tectum has also been shown to have cross-modal inputs (Hiramoto & Cline, 2009), 

and frogs can certainly utilize multisensory information for detection (Preininger et al., 2013), 

even though no specific brain regions has been associated with such perceptual process. What 

makes the mammal SC special is the fact that hard-wired sensory driving inputs alone are not 

sufficient to substantiate the mammal SC neurons’ capability to integrate multisensory stimuli. 

Rather, such feature is dependent upon the involvement of the cortex as well as sensory 

experience during development (Stein et al., 2014). It is truly interesting to explore how 

neocortex, a structure emerging late in evolution, interacts with the evolutionarily old midbrain, 

to perform a fundamental function, that is, target detection using cross-modal information.  

Cortical influence of SC multisensory integration has been studied in cats. Corticotectal 

projections from part of the cat’s association cortex: the anterior ectosylvian cortex (AES), has 

been suggested to modulate cross-modal sensory processing. The AES consist of unisensory areas 

(visual, auditory and somatosensory) and these areas project to the SC (Wallace et al., 2014; Stein 

et al. 1983). Deactivation of neurons in one of these regions resulted in diminished multisensory 

enhancement in SC neurons (Wallace & Stein, 1994; Alvarado et al., 2007). The involvement of 

the AES in orientation behavior was demonstrated by pharmacological and cryogenic 

deactivation of this cortical area in cats trained to orient to a unisensory target, success rate of 

which was enhanced by a spatially concordant stimulus from another modality (Wilkinson et al., 
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1996; Alvarado et al., 2009). The animal showed unaffected response to unisensory stimuli, while 

the enhancing effect of concordant stimuli from a second modality was gone. Moreover, the 

inhibitory effect of discordant cross-modal stimuli was diminished, too. The deficit was rescued 

after the deactivation was reversed.  

Dependency of multisensory integration can be illustrated through investigation of its emergence 

in early life. Multisensory integration capability of cat’s SC neurons does not start to develop 

until 4 weeks postnatally, at which point the animal’s unisensory pathways have been developed 

and multisensory neurons appear in the SC, but these neurons’ response to cross-modal stimuli is 

just like that to within-modal stimuli: no better than the greatest response to individual 

components (Wallace & Stein, 1997). Multisensory integration starts to develop in this period, 

and cross-modal experience is crucial. Deprivation of such experience results in SC neurons 

failing to show such capacity. For example, when cats are reared in the dark since birth, SC 

neurons fail to show enhancement for visual combined with non-visual stimuli in spatiotemporal 

register (Wallace et al., 2004).   

Moreover, specific manipulation of postnatal multisensory experience will be reflected in the 

integration profile of SC multisensory neurons. Continuous exposure of neonatal cats to spatially 

discrepant audiovisual stimuli in their daily living space resulted in a substantial number of SC 

neurons with offset auditory and visual RFs that preferably integrate unaligned stimuli (Wallace 

& Stein, 2007). Alternatively, when animals were periodically exposed to audiovisual stimuli in 

strict spatiotemporal concordance, the SC neurons developed enhancement for concordant 

stimuli, while exposure to randomly interleaved stimuli did not. SC neurons developed with such 

concordance showed a feature termed the ‘proximity effect’, meaning that these neurons 

preferably integrate stimuli closely aligned in space and had zero interstimulus delay (Xu et al., 

2012). Such features are characteristic of typical SC multisensory neurons in normal cats. 

Normally, audiovisual integration is most robust when the visual stimulus exceeds the auditory by 
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around 50ms which translates to a target 17 m from the animal (Miller et al., 2015). Additionally, 

a principle regarding multisensory integration is called ‘inverse effectiveness’, meaning that 

unisensory components eliciting weaker response combine to produce better enhancement. Such 

principle results in better ME score for stimuli placed near the edge of RFs where unisensory 

responses are weaker in normal cats (Kadunce et al., 2001). This developmental process was 

investigated in more detail with a design where the exposure phase was done in dark-reared cats 

while they were anesthetized (Figure 1, Yu et al., 2010). The subjects received concordant cross-

modal stimuli that appear at a fixed retinal location. After prolonged exposure, only SC neurons 

with their RFs encompassing the exposure site developed multisensory integrating capability 

which spanned their RF range. The proximity effect was still a character of SC neurons developed 

in this matter in that stimuli occurring at exactly the exposure site tended to yield the best ME 

score in neurons with developed integration.  

 

 

Figure 1. Emerging multisensory integration in SC neurons after anesthetized exposure.  

Left column: training site (square), dark shade (visual RF), light shade (auditory RF). Right column: VA (cross-modal 

stimuli), percentage (ME see Data Analysis). Adopted from Yu et al. (2010). 
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The interaction between cortical contribution and cross-modal experience in the context of 

multisensory integration development has been illustrated in designs where the AES was 

deactivated during critical sensory exposure. Similar to the last experiment mentioned, dark-

reared cats were exposed to audiovisual stimuli under anesthesia, however, the AES was 

deactivated with imbedded cryogenic coil. The outcome was underdeveloped SC neurons’ 

integration capability unilateral to the deactivation site (Yu et al., 2010). Additionally, reversible 

pharmacological deactivation of the AES during neonatal critical period greatly attenuated and 

delayed multisensory integration development, both in terms of SC physiology and behavioral 

utilization of cross-modal cues (Rowland et al., 2014).  

 

The evidence discussed above highlighted that cross-modal experience, through the mediation of 

association cortex, shifts the SC’s response from non-integrating to integrating. A model adopting 

Hebbian learning rules sought to provide a plausible model for this process (Figure 2). This 

model focused on the auditory (FAES) and visual (AEV) subregion of the AES. It hypothesizes 

that initially visual and auditory driving inputs from non-AES sources inhibit each other through 

Figure 2. The general structure of a proposed network in neonatal (A) and mature (B) states.   

In the neonatal state (A), only non-AES regions (non-AEV and non-FAES) connect with the SC deep layers, sending both 

excitatory inputs directly and inhibitory inputs through interneurons (Iv and Ia). During maturation (B), AES regions (AEV 

and FAES) develop inhibitory inputs through interneurons (Hv and Ha) onto non-AES inputs while sending increasing 

excitatory inputs into the SC. Red lines show plastic connections, while black ones stay fixed in this model. Adapted from 

Cuppini et al. (2012).  
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interneurons in order to achieve a Winner-Take-All selection which represents the non-enhancing 

state. The AES subregions start out with no input into the SC, but with cross-modal experience, 

gradually develop both excitatory inputs into the SC as well as inhibitory inputs through 

interneurons under designated learning rules. Population-wise, the neurons send excitatory 

projections to units in adjacent topographic space while sending inhibitory ones to those farther 

out. This model predicts that AES activities develop to inhibit non-AES ones while sending 

potentiated excitatory signals to substantiated multisensory enhancement. It also predicts the 

shifting of RFs and integration profile, which was observed previously (Wallace and Stein, 2007).  

Principles governing multisensory integration 

On top of the general notion that multisensory integration requires spatial-temporally concordant 

cues, recent efforts (Miller et al., 2015, 2017) have investigated in more detail the underlying 

principles governing generation of an enhanced multisensory response and subsequently 

developed two rules: 1) that a pair of unisensory responses with balanced magnitude integrate to 

produce a larger amount of enhancement than if the two responses are imbalanced (Miller et al., 

2015); 2) that inputs from two modalities are integrated as soon as they arrive in the SC, and the 

temporal evolution of enhancement magnitude follows a typical temporal pattern where the 

greatest enhancement occurs as soon as inputs from both modalities have arrived at the target 

neuron, trailing which is a calibrating inhibitory dynamic stronger than expected from a 

unisensory response (Miller et al. 2017). The second rule describes the temporal dynamics of SC 

multisensory responses in relation to the unisensory components. Its aspects have been 

successfully incorporated into a computational model that accurately predicts millisecond-by-

millisecond multisensory responses in samples from normal animals. Regardless of whether such 

samples are defined as integrating or non-integrating over the whole response, the model remains 

predictive of the multisensory responses’ temporal pattern. Such observation suggests that 

multisensory responses of non-integrating neurons in normal animals utilize the same 
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multisensory transform mechanism as that of integrating neurons by exhibiting the largest amount 

of integration at an early stage in the response while an even greater inhibition follows to offset 

the overall response magnitude, eliminating the possibility that these neurons operate in a 

fundamentally different fashion in terms of multisensory transform. Rather, such findings lead 

one to suspect that “integrating” and “non-integrating” neurons operate under the same principle 

and only make up a spectrum of continuous levels of delayed inhibition. A question is then raised 

regarding the development process responsible for such consistency in multisensory transform 

across mature neurons: Do SC neurons in a dark-reared that fails to show normal integration 

capabilities have impaired multisensory transform or do their integration suffer primarily from 

misaligned unisensory response timing and magnitude? This thesis explores this issue by 

comparing the temporal response profile between samples from normal animals that either show 

or do not show integration and those from dark-reared animals. Secondly, the thesis examined 

whether it was plausible that statistical facilitation could be the underlying computational 

mechanism for the abnormal multisensory integration capabilities in dark-reared animals, from 

both the perspective of physiology and behavior. 

METHODS 

Neuronal data sourcing 

Four sets of single-unit SCi neuronal data were used to facilitate the analysis of SC physiology. 

All units were recorded from intermediate/deep layer SC of cats anesthetized with ketamine and 

paralyzed by rocuronium. For detailed surgical and recording procedures, refer to the 

corresponding paper listed. The first data set was a subset of a data set collected by Thomas 

Perrault, PhD in cats reared in normal environments featuring a 12-hour light-dark cycle and will 

be called data set A. Analysis of such data was published in Perrault et al. (2005). The second set 

of data, designated as data set B, was collected by Kshitij Chawla, MS in normal animals and is 

unpublished, which will be referred to as data set B. The third set of data was collected by Liping 
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Yu, PhD in animals reared in the dark environment (see dark-reared animal procedures), naïve of 

sensory experience, and will be later referred to as the ‘dark-reared’ group. This set of data was 

used in the published work of Yu et al. (2010). The fourth set of data, data set D, was collected by 

Zhengyang Wang in one noise-reared animal (see noise-reared animal procedures). 

Amongst all four data sets, isolated neuronal impulse rasters were recorded at 1000 Hz in 

response to, a brief auditory cue (A) from loud speakers and a visual cue(V) in the form of either 

a light-emitting diode (LED) flash or a brief moving light bar projected onto a tangent screen by a 

projector. A Multisensory condition (AV) composed of one auditory cue and one visual cue with 

stimulus onsets no more than 100ms apart. A sample was defined as a trilogy of results in a 

visual, an auditory and the corresponding multisensory conditions. Each condition was tested for 

15 to 40 trials. Each recording trial started 500ms prior to the earliest possible stimulus onset. 

Response windows were identified using a 3-step geometric method first described by Rowland 

et al. (2007a) by deciding the start and the end of an elevated period of response. The response 

magnitude was calculated by averaging across all trials the total spike count in the response 

window before subtracting for baseline activity which was derived from the average firing in the 

500ms window prior to stimulus onset. Samples were only included in further analysis if all three 

responses were significantly above zero (5% allowed Type I error). 1-sample t-tests were adopted 

while p values were corrected for baseline firing rates.  By bootstrapping (100,000 iterations) a 

distribution of p values generated from applying the above response window defining procedure 

on simulated rasters generated from homogenous Poisson series representing a certain 

spontaneous firing rate. By finding the 95% confidence interval, corrected p values were 

generated for multiple spontaneous firing rates spanning the 0.01Hz to 10Hz range. A piecewise 

function was then fitted to the p values for interpolation (see Rowland et al., 2007b, Methods).   
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A sample was defined as ‘integrating’ if the multisensory response magnitude was significantly 

(one-tailed α = 0.025) greater than the best unisensory case (independent 2-sample t test), it was 

otherwise defined as ‘non-integrating’. 

Evaluation of unisensory properties 

Two aspects of unisensory responses were examined across data sets to potentially expose 

fundamental differences in the dark-reared SC neurons’ response properties. 1) Unisensory 

response latencies can underly differences observed in multisensory enhancement magnitude. 

Since SC neurons have been found to integrate difference channels of sensory inputs as soon as 

they arrive (Miller et al., 2017), under the condition of the same stimulus onset asynchrony 

(SOA), an abnormal pair of unisensory latencies can result in suboptimal temporal alignment of 

sensory responses, generating diminished multisensory enhancement. The response latency was 

defined as the temporal delay of response window onset from stimulus onset and was referred to 

as LV and LA for visual and auditory conditions respectively. Unisensory latencies between the 

three sample groups were compared in pairs using a 2-tailed independent t-test with an α level of 

0.05 under Šidák correction (3 comparisons, p cutoff at 0.017). 2) Absolute unisensory imbalance 

(UI) was defined as the absolute difference in response magnitude between the two unisensory 

(A/V) conditions in proportion to the sum of A and V. It has been established that a pair of 

unisensory cues producing responses closer in magnitude tends to generate a larger amount 

multisensory enhancement when presented concordantly (Miller et al., 2015). UI scores between 

the three sample groups were compared in pairs using a Wilcoxon rank-sum test with an α level 

of 0.05 under Šidák correction. 

 UI =  
|𝑉 − 𝐴|

𝑉 + 𝐴
 (1) 
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Evaluation of multisensory transform 

In order to compare multisensory responses on a moment-by-moment basis, instantaneous firing 

rates were generated by convolving the impulse raster with a Gaussian kernel (8ms standard 

deviation) and averaging across trials. The firing rates were then subtracted by baseline firing 

rates, which generated from the first 500ms of all trials for each condition.  

Millisecond-by-millisecond correlation analysis was carried out between the multisensory 

instantaneous firing rate and that of the linear sum between the visual and auditory responses as 

an attempt to verify whether for each sample group, multisensory transform happened in real 

time. A bootstrapped significance level for the coefficient of determination (𝑅2) of .045 which 

allowed 5% type-I error was adopted from Miller et al. (2017). 

For each set of responses, activity in two time windows were extracted to characterize the 

temporal dynamics of multisensory response: an initial response window and a later window. To 

generate the two temporal windows, V, A and VA responses in each sample were temporally 

aligned to the ‘Estimated Time of Convergence’ (ETOC) (see Miller et al., 2017). The ETOC was 

defined to be the beginning of the later unisensory component, thus giving an estimate of when 

multisensory transform could begin. To find this time, the two unisensory response latencies (LV 

and LA) were summed with respectively the two stimulus onset delays (SV and SA) and the 

maximum of the two sums was the ETOC.   

 ETOC = max (SV + LV, SA + LA) (2) 

The initial response window was defined as [−20𝑚𝑠, 30𝑚𝑠] around ETOC, and the later window 

was the time period following the end of the initial response until response offset. 

In order to quantify the magnitude of multisensory integration in each of these time windows, two 

metrics were used: multisensory enhancement (ME, proportion increase of multisensory response 

over the best unisensory case), and the additivity index (AI, proportion increase of multisensory 
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response over the linear summation of the unisensory responses). A multisensory response with 

an AI score above zero was defined as ‘superadditive’, while one with an AI score of zero as 

‘additive’, and one with an AI score below zero as ‘subadditive’. 

 ME =
VA − max (V, A)

max (V, A)
 (3) 

 

 AI =  
VA − (V + A)

(V + A)
 (4) 

 

Populational metrics between the three sample groups were compared in pairs using Wilcoxon 

rank-sum tests with an α level of 0.05 under Šidák correction. 

In order to test the hypothesis of statistical facilitation, the following bootstrapping step were 

adopted. 1) For each sample of 𝑁𝑉, 𝑁𝐴 and 𝑁𝑉𝐴 number of trials, an  𝑁𝑉 × 𝑁𝐴 matrix M was 

generated by dictating that M(𝑖, 𝑗) = max(𝑉𝑖, 𝐴𝑗)  , where 𝑉𝑖 was the ith visual response 

magnitude. 2) By drawing 100,000 times from matrix M a sample of 𝑁𝑉𝐴 values and compute the 

sample mean, a distribution 𝑁𝑚(𝜇, 𝜎2) of expected sample means of 𝑁𝑉𝐴-sized samples were 

constructed. 3) A z score for the observed VA sample mean 𝑚𝑣𝑎 could now be computed by Z =

 (𝑚𝑉𝐴 − 𝜇) 𝜎⁄ . Furthermore, a p value could then be obtained from the cumulative standard 

normal distribution. 

Behavioral data sourcing  

Three groups of cats were trained in a localization task. Briefly, cats were first trained to 

approach brief visual and auditory targets presented alone at various locations and then tested for 

performance when visual and auditory cues were presented at the same location. The first group 

(‘normal’) were 5 adult cats raised in a standard environment featuring a 12-hour light-dark cycle. 
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These cats were trained and tested in a fully lit testing apparatus. Data from these cats were a 

subset of data reported in Gingras et al. (2009). Refer to the original paper for method 

specifications. The second group (‘dark-reared-exposed’) were 2 adult cats raised in the dark 

environment (see below) that were later trained and tested in a room lit with dim light over a four-

month time span. These animals thus received potentially weak, but constant cross-modal 

perceptual experience during the training and testing sessions. Experiments for this animal groups 

were run by Guy Gingras, PhD and the data are unpublished. An additional dark-reared animal 

was trained and tested by Zhengyang Wang in a light-tight room (‘dark-none’). This animal 

received essentially no reliable visual-nonvisual experience before being tested for paired 

audiovisual cues in the experiment, barring any brief, inevitable exposure to sporadic light 

sources during daily care and transportation. 

Dark-reared animal procedures 

All procedures were carried out in accordance with the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory 

Animals and approved IACUC protocols. 

Litters of mongrel cats were placed in a light tight room within a week of birth (see Wallace et 

al., 2004), before the neonates opened their eyes. The animals were thus deprived of any visual-

nonvisual cross-modal experience. Animal care were carried out with the help of infrared lamps 

and night vision goggles. A total of 5 such cats were used in single neuron recording experiments 

generating the neuronal data set C. 

For the ‘dark-none’ group, one male cat at 1.5 years of age was selected for normal auditory 

orienting behavior in the darkness and general health to be trained and tested in a spatial 

localization task. The animal was restricted for food and received rewards for successful task 

performance before being fed to satiation each day. The animal’s body weight was monitored 

weekly and was kept above 85% of the starting baseline. The animal was trained or tested 4 to 5 
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days a week. On each day of procedure, the animal was fitted into an animal carrier covered by a 

heavy, light-tight blanket before taken out of its housing space and transported to the testing 

room. Daily training and testing were done preferably after sunset to minimize the influence of 

natural day light to keep a consistent schedule for the animal. While no effort was made to 

assume or probe the animal’s sleep-wake cycle due to the dark-rearing from birth, the animal’s 

level of vigor and motivation remained high during the daily procedure.  

Subjects in the ‘dark-reared-exposed’ group were raised under the same environment as described 

above. 

Noise-reared animal procedures 

As previously described (Xu, 2014), within a week after birth, kittens were housed in a room in 

which omnidirectional broadband noise at 80dB SPL was generated by a noise generator and 

played through 5 speakers located around the pen. The initiation of such developmental 

environment control well preceded the emergence of multisensory neurons in the SC (Stein et al., 

1993). The animals were removed from this environment only for surgical and 

electrophysiological procedures, in which cases the animals This noise masking greatly 

decoupled stimuli co-variance between audition and those of other modalities (e.g. vision) 

prominent in normal environments. It has been shown to  

Surgical procedures 

At 1 year of age, the animal was instrumented in an aseptic surgery in accordance with the Guide 

for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved IACUC protocols. The animal was first 

anesthetized with a combination of ketamine hydrochloride (30mk/kg, IM) and acepromazine 

maleate (0.1mg/kg, IM) in its home environment, fitted with a cat muzzle to cover the eyes, and 

transported to the surgery suite, where the animal was fitted with opaque contacts. The animal 

was then intubated with an endotracheal tube and oxygenated to maintain end tidal CO2 level at 
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30 to 45 mmHg. Heart rate, blood pressure and spO2 level was monitored continuously. 

Anesthesia was maintained with inhaled isoflurane (1-3%). The animal was placed into the 

stereotaxic frame. A 12 μm wide craniotomy was then made 3 μm anterior to the interaural line 

along the midline for a recording chamber to be attached to the skull through screws and dental 

acrylic.  Peri-surgical buprenorphine and cefazolin were given.   

Anesthetized exposure 

The anesthetized exposure procedures follow previously established protocols (Yu et al., 2010) 

and start more than 1 week after surgery. For each session, the animal was first anesthetized with 

a combination of ketamine hydrochloride (20mk/kg, i.m.) and acepromazine maleate 

(0.1mg/kg, i.m.) in its home environment, fitted with a cat muzzle to cover the eyes, and 

transported to a recording room controlled for sound and light, where the animal was fitted with 

opaque contacts.  The animal was then intubated with an endotracheal tube and ventilated 

mechanically to maintain end tidal CO2 level at 30 to 45 mmHg. It rested comfortably in a 

recumbent position with its head fixed to the stereotaxic apparatus. Body temperature is 

maintained at 37-38°C by a circulating hot water heating pad. Heart rate, blood pressure and 

respiratory rate were monitored (Vet Specs) continuously and recorded every 15 minutes. 

Paralysis was then induced by giving intravenous pancuronium bromide (0.1mg/kg) in order to 

prevent ocular drift. Anesthesia, paralysis and hydration were maintained by continuous 

intravenous infusion of ketamine hydrochloride (5-10 mgkg-1h-1), pancuronium in lactated 

Ringer’s solution (2.4-5 ml/h). Before exposure, one eye was fitted with optic contact filled with 

artificial tears to correct for any refractive biases and keep the eye moist.    

The visual stimulus was a light (13.67 cd/m2 on a background luminance of 0.16 cd/m2) bar 

(width × height, 10° × 2°)  projected onto a tangent screen 44 cm from the cat’s eyes moving at 

100°/s for 100ms. The optic disc was projected onto the screen to help estimate the monocular 

visual center. Auditory stimuli were a brief burst (100 ms) of broad band noise (20-20,000 Hz) 
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against the ambient background noise of 51.2-52.0 dB delivered by 1 of 15 speakers mounted  

15° apart from each other on a metal hoop.   

In order to construct a spatially low-covariance visual-auditory exposure population, for each 

simultaneous auditory-visual stimulus pair, the auditory component always came up at 30° 

lateral, while the visual stimulus was presented at a location at an azimuth coordinate drawn 

pseudo-randomly from a pre-made distribution made up of the [-2SD, 2SD] subset of a Gaussian 

distribution (30° mean, 10° SD) along with an elevation level at a constant 0°.   

Before reaching the previously described threshold of 27000 trials for effective development (Yu 

2010), every session started with 1.5 to 3 hours of exposure (1400-2800 trials) for each hemifield 

followed by a short period of electrophysiological evaluation to probe the progress of training and 

the stereotaxic coordinates of the structure. After reaching the threshold, only one hour of 

exposure for a single eye took place and the contralateral SC were studied electrophysiological.    

Behavioral apparatus and testing design 

For the ‘dark-none’ animal, the apparatus was housed in a windowless testing room with edges of 

the door blocked with material dark in color, mimicking the darkness level in the animal’s rearing 

condition. While the ambient noise level was not actively controlled, a typical noise level 

measured to be 50 dB SPL originating primarily from the computer and room ventilation. The 

experimenter wore night vision goggles to perform training and testing with the illumination of 

infrared lamps. The apparatus was a roofed 90-cm-diameter circular arena with vertical walls 

painted in black. The horizontal angle dividing the apparatus was defined as 0°. Red LEDs and 

speakers were mounted on the wall in clusters 15° apart from each other from -105° to 105°. Each 

complex consisted of 3 LEDs and 2 speakers the two LEDs to the left and right were 4 cm below 

the speakers at the same horizontal level. Only the outer LEDs and speakers were used in the 

task. All cues were delivered by a foot pedal press through a customized computer program. At 
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the beginning of training, the animal was placed at the center of circle and was trained to maintain 

facing forward at 0° with slight restrains applied by the experimenter’s hands. The animal was 

then trained to approach single 250ms broadband noise bursts from speakers 15° apart between -

45° and 45°. The sound from the foot pedal press effectively signaled the start of a trial while the 

manual restraints were released right after the offset of cue. The release thus served as a ‘go’ 

signal. A successful trial was defined as one where the first location on the vertical wall that the 

animal’s nose came into contact with was 7.5° within the laterals of the target location and the 

animal was rewarded with 3-5 food pellets. After qualitative verification of improved success, 

visual trials with 250ms LED flashes and catch trials where no cues were presented, and the 

animal was rewarded for turning around or staying still were introduced. Catch trials consisted of 

around 8.7% of the total trials. 

The performance for each condition was then verified in controlled testing. The experimenter was 

fitted with headphones that provided auditory masking, release timing information and target 

location information to allow rewarding after each trial. On a ‘Go’ trial, the cue came on 500ms 

after the release of the foot pedal. Until the onset of the cue, the headphones played high intensity 

broadband noise in a continuous fashion regardless of whether a cue was to be presented or the 

nature of the cue, the mask changes intensity during the supposed cue presentation period to 

notify the experimenter of the timing for release. The masking continued at the starting amplitude 

for another second, designating the window for animal response, a correct orientation had to 

happen within this time window, a trial was otherwise categorized as a ‘no-go’ response, 

accounting for the potential suboptimal sensory representation underlying the incapability to 

localize or the lack of confidence. Another 800ms was given to the experimenter to mentally 

score the trial outcome, before audio files were played to reveal the target location so the animal 

could be rewarded accordingly. The trial outcome was subsequently recorded through the 

keyboard.  
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For each testing location after reaching 80% success rate in a span of 20 trials, the visual and 

auditory trials had their cue durations reduced by a decrement of 50ms until they reach 50ms. The 

cue intensities at each location were then manipulated to produce 20% – 50% success rate. Catch 

trial performance was maintained by a reward-manipulating staircase method where a correct 

response on a catch trial after an incorrect response on the last catch trial was rewarded double 

the amount.  

Until this step, the animal received little cross-modal exposure. The animal was then tested with 

the calibrated visual and auditory cues at each location and the cross-modal trials with the two 

combined in temporal alignment, along with catch trials. On every day of testing, 4 trials per cue 

per location along with 8 catch trails were carried out, resulting in 92 trials per day. A total of 18 

testing days were carried out, producing 72 trials per cue per location and 144 catch trials. 

The ‘dark-reared-exposed’ group of cats were trained and tested under similar conditions with the 

exception that the testing room was lit with dim light for all the sessions, which exposed the 

animal to weak but reliable visual-nonvisual cross-modal experience. Each animal underwent 13 

testing sessions which each had 4-5 trials run per cue per location. 

Behavioral data analysis  

 Each testing trial outcome was categorized as either a ‘hit’ (𝐻), which was a correct localization; 

as a ‘miss’ (𝑀) which was a ‘no-go’ response to a testing cue, or as an incorrect localization (𝐼𝐶) 

where the animal approached a location on the apparatus other than the target. The effect of 

pairing the visual and auditory cue was investigated by computing the greater hit rate (HR =

 𝐻 (𝐻 + 𝑀 + 𝐼𝐶)⁄ ) of the unisensory responses as well as the cross-modal response. The mean 

and standard errors of such probability across sessions, and a two-tailed 2-sample t-test was used 

to determine whether the multisensory performance was significantly (α < 0.05) different from 
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the best unisensory one. Comparisons between 2 incidences collapsed across locations were 

carried out using Fisher’s exact test. 

Response were then collapsed across locations and tested for three measures: 1) hit rate, 2) 

detection rate (DR =  (𝐻 + 𝐼𝐶) (𝐻 + 𝑀 + 𝐼𝐶)⁄ ) and 3) correct localization rate (CL =

 𝐻 (𝐻 + 𝐼𝐶)⁄ ). Each cross-modal probability 𝑝𝐴𝑉 was test for the assumption of statistical 

facilitation between the visual and auditory responses as in 1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑉)(1 − 𝑝𝐴) through a two-

tailed binomial test with an α level of 0.05. The magnitude of multisensory enhancement over the 

statistical facilitation prediction was described as the linear difference d between VA hit rate and 

the model prediction. In order to compare such enhancement magnitude between pairs of animal 

groups, a bootstrapping method was adopted as followed. Each V, A and VA outcome was 

modeled as a binomial process with the observed hit rate as the probability 𝑝 and the total number 

of trials as parameter n.  Hit rates for each cue condition were randomly generated from said 

process repeatedly (100,000 iterations), for each animal group being compared. The linear 

difference between hit rate and the VA condition hit rate and the statistical facilitation prediction 

was compared across the two animal groups to generate the number of incidence where one is 

larger than the other, producing a p value that indicates the chance of observing a positive (or 

negative) difference in two d values provided both were produced from the proposed set of 

binomial processes (V, A and VA). 

RESULTS 

Normal vs. dark-reared cats:  Behavioral evaluation  

As documented previously (Gingras et al., 2009), cats (n = 5) reared in the normal environment 

benefited behaviorally from paired visual and auditory cues over the best unisensory component 

in a localization task. Incidence of correct localization saw significant increases (independent 

two-sample t test, p < 0.001 for all locations), averaging 130% more hits across all cue locations 

(Figure 3A) when the unisensory performance was in the low range (20 – 30% hit rates).  
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The dark-reared cat (n = 1) that received essentially no visual-nonvisual experience prior to 

testing failed to gain a comparable behavioral benefit (21% more hits on average) from cross-

modal cues anywhere near in magnitude (Figure 3B). Only one out of seven cue locations saw a 

marginally significant increase (one-sample t test, p =0.463). 

2 dark-reared cats that received visual-nonvisual sensory experience during training and testing 

over a 4-month period showed partially regained capability to utilize cross-modal cues. An 

average of 99% more hits across all locations were observed for trials with cross-modal cues over 

those with unisensory cues (Figure 3C). Unlike the dark-reared animal with no visual-auditory 

experience, this group of animals performed significantly better with cross-modal cues at all 

locations, despite lower average enhancement (99% < 130%) compared with animals reared with 

abundant visual-auditory sensory experience since birth. The difference in such enhancement 

magnitude was further explored by breaking down the process of approaching the cued location 

into 2 stages: detection and localization (see Methods). Did these animals detect the presence of 

the cues not as frequently, or did they fail to go to the exact target as accurately? 
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Traditionally applied to reaction times from detection tasks with redundant signals (Raab, 1962), 

statistical facilitation gives a prediction of behavioral responses to multiple channels of sensory 

inputs by assuming that the different channels activate independently and the fastest to reach 

threshold dictates the response latency. Similarly, for success rates we can devise a statistical 

facilitation model where on each trial with cross-modal cues, the best unisensory channel (the 

Figure 3. Raw percent hit rate (HR) for each animal group respectively. Means and standard errors are 

plotted for each location and each cue type.  

Percentages above the bars indicate the proportion increase of HR to cross-modal (‘AV’) cues over that to 

the greatest unisensory (‘A’ or ‘V’) performance. Notice the (A) ‘normal’ and (C) ‘dark-reared-exposed’ 

group exhibited significant multisensory enhancement across all locations while (B) the ‘dark-reared’ 

group saw enhancement at only 15 degrees on the right. *2-sample t-test 2-tailed p<0.05. 
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channel that would produce a correct response, which can be either due to fluctuations in 

performance) decides the outcome. This is a more neutral null hypothesis to use in exposing 

cross-modal interaction, since performance worse than the prediction of this model effectively 

indicates suppression between the two channels. 

Responses in each animal group were collapsed across locations and used to generate the chances 

of detection (Figure 4A) and 2) localization (Figure 4B) given that a cue was detected (see 

Methods). Normal animals (Figure x first row) performed better than model prediction in terms of 

both detection (81.6% observed vs 78.6% predicted, N = 1866; binomial test, p < 0.001) and 

localization (79.2% observed vs 74.3% predicted, N = 1522; binomial test, p < 0.001), which 

resulted in an even larger increase in performance over the model prediction for the overall hit 

rate (64.6% observed vs 45.7% predicted, N = 1866; binomial test, p < 0.001; Figure 4C). The 

dark-reared animal did significantly worse than the model on both detection (79.8% observed vs 

92.3% predicted, N = 504; binomial test, p < 0.001), localization (38.1% vs 52.1% predicted, N = 

394; binomial test, p < 0.001) and also overall accuracy (29.8% observed vs 39.0% predicted, N = 

504; binomial test, p < 0.001), indicating suppressive interactions between the two channels at 

both stages. The dark-reared-exposed group, interestingly, behaved somewhere in between the 

previous two groups, closely follow the statistical facilitation model prediction at both the 

detection (76.8% observed vs 79.3% predicted, N = 800; binomial test, p = 0.040) and 

localization (72.1% observed vs 73.3% predicted, N = 614; binomial test, p = 0.264) stage. Thus, 

the dark-reared-exposed group did not perform as well at both stages as the normal that 

alternatively exceeded the expectation of statistical facilitation. Mathematically, if both stages 

follow the principles of statistical facilitation, the overall accuracy would be above that predicted 

by a one-stage model, and the results confirmed this by showing significantly more increase in 

accuracy than model prediction (55.4% observed vs 45.8% predicted, N = 800; binomial test, p < 

0.001). However, the magnitude of this increase over the model prediction was verified to be 
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significantly smaller than that with the normal animals (9.6% vs 18.9%, p< 0.001, see Methods 

for testing procedure). 

 

Normal vs. dark-reared cats:  SC neuronal physiology 

Amongst the 31 cells included in this study from data set A, 12 exhibited multisensory 

enhancement in at least one of the samples. A total of 40 integrating samples, and another 145 

cases of non-integrating samples were adopted for analysis. 10 out of 13 cells from data set B 

showed at least in one case multisensory enhancement, generating 121 integrating samples, along 

Figure 4. 2-stage breakdown for localization accuracies. ‘V’, ‘A’ and ‘AV’ mark the visual, auditory and cross-modal 

trials.  

(A) Detection rates for the normal (1st row), dark-reared (2nd row) and dark-reared-exposed (3rd row) group. The red 

lines indicate statistical facilitation expectations. The normal group beat the model prediction, while the other 2 did 

not reach model prediction. (B) Localization rates provided that a cue was detected. The normal group exceeded model 

prediction again. The dark-reared group performed worse than model expectation, while the dark-reared-exposed 

group closely followed the model prediction. (C) Overall trial accuracy. Both the normal and dark-reared-exposed 

group had more correct responses than the 1-stage prediction, while the dark-reared group did worse than prediction. 

Black asterisks: Significant difference between the best unisensory and the multisensory performance. (Fisher’s exact 

test, *: p<0.05, ** p<0.001) Red asterisks: Significant difference between the multisensory performance and statistical 

facilitation prediction (Binomial test, *: p<0.05, ** p<0.001). 
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with 80 non-integrating samples. Samples from both data sets were then combined to form the 

‘Normal-integrating” group with 161 samples and the ‘Normal-non-integrating’ group with 225 

samples. A total of 25 cells were included from data set C, the date collected in dark-reared 

animals. Only 7 out of the 25 cells exhibited multisensory enhancement in at least one set of 

conditions tested for the cell, generating only 9 integrating samples, while all 25 cells gave non-

integrating samples with a sum of 45 for the ‘dark-reared’ group. The integrating samples from 

dark-reared animals were not included due to their rare occurrence.  

Unisensory properties 

Unisensory response latencies and the balance between the magnitudes of each pair of unisensory 

responses were the two aspects compared between the normal and dark-reared animals. Neither 

visual nor auditory response latencies differ significantly between the ‘normal-integrating’, 

‘Normal-non-integrating’ and ‘dark-reared’ group (Figure 5A, pairwise t test with Šidák 

correction, p > 0.173). The imbalance between unisensory responses were described as the 

proportion of response difference out of the greater response (absolute UI, see Methods). The 

integrating samples had the smallest absolute UI scores (0.20, Figure 5B), while the dark-reared 

samples had the largest absolute UI (0.50), indicating that overall dark-reared neurons had the 

most drastic lopsided unisensory response magnitudes, with the weaker being only half as strong 

on average. The normal-non-integrating samples had an intermediate level of imbalance (0.36). 
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Figure 5. Unisensory latencies, response imbalance and correlation.  

(A) Neither visual nor auditory latencies differ significantly between the three sample groups. (B) The integrating 

group had the most balanced visual/auditory response, while the dark-reared neurons showed the largest imbalance. 

**: Pairwise t test, p < 0.001. (C) R2 scores for the [-20, 200] time around ETOC. All three traces stayed consistent 

and high throughout the process. Dashed line indicates level of significance at 0.045. 

Multisensory transform 

As previously described in normal animals (Miller et al., 2017), the temporal structure of each 

multisensory response is predicted to be closely linked to those of its both corresponding 

unisensory components, which can be verified through examining the temporal correlation of 

instantaneous firing rates between that of the multisensory response and the linear summation of 

the unisensory responses. As shown in Figure 5C, such correlation in normal animals was re-

confirmed in the current dataset independent from previously used in Miller et al. (2017) for both 

the integrating and non-integrating sample group. Furthermore, the neurons from dark-reared 

animals exhibited similar level of correlation throughout the response window (𝑅2̅̅̅̅ =
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0.471, max 𝑅2 =  0.885), operating under the same basic principle as neurons in normal animals, 

that multisensory integration utilizes a real-time transform. 

One prominent feature of multisensory response profiles is an elevated level of activity at the 

beginning of each response, a phenomenon termed Initial Response Enhancement’ (IRE). As 

observed in Figure 6, multisensory response amplitudes in all three sample groups saw the largest 

amount of enhancement over the best unisensory in the initial response window, which mimicked 

previous descriptions of both integrating and non-integrating SC neurons in normal animals 

(Miller et al., 2017). Such initial response characteristics were analyzed quantitatively by defining 

a 50 ms time window around the onset of the second unisensory response (see Methods) as the 

IRE and by then comparing the enhancement magnitude in/after this window across sample 

groups. 

 

 

. 

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of multisensory responses along with those of the best unisensory and unisensory summation.  

(A) The normal-integrating multisensory trace rose above the unisensory sum starting at response onset and reset back to be 

additive after the IRE. (B) The normal-non-integrating multisensory trace saw very slight and transient super-additivity in the IRE, 

and it quickly declined to be sub-additive. (C) The dark-reared multisensory response showed only a small amount of sub-additive 

enhancement which was well captured by the IRE window, while the rest of the response showed no enhancement. Vertical dashed 

lines indicate the average response window offset. 
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Both the normal-integrating (ME = 96 ± 111%, one-sample t test, p < 0.001) and normal-non-

integrating (ME = 52 ± 69%, one-sample t test, p < 0.001) sample group had significantly 

enhanced multisensory response in the IRE which were greater than the two unisensory responses 

combined (Figure 7A) and thus superadditive (Figure 7B, one-sample t test, p < 0.001). 

The dark-reared samples showed significant enhancement in the IRE as well (ME = 26 ± 31%, 

one-sample t test, p < 0.001), however the amplitude of enhancement was significantly smaller 

than the normal-integrating (independent two-sample t test, p < 0.001) as well as the normal-non-

integrating group (independent two-sample t test, p = 0.0137). Such multisensory response 

remained subadditive in the IRE window (AI = -8 ± 22%, one-sample t test, p = 0.02). This 

abnormally low level of initial response enhancement was looked into further below. 

Despite the fact that only a minority (9/45) of dark-reared samples showed significant 

multisensory enhancement in the initial response window analyzed on a trial-by-trial basis, at the 

populational level, the multisensory response amplitude in this window was consistently greater 

than that of the best unisensory (Figure 8A, as demonstrated by essentially all data points residing 

Figure 7.  Average ME and AI scores inside & outside of the IRE comparison.  

(A) ME within the IRE decreased in the order of normal-integrating, normal-non-integrating and dark-reared groups. Only the 

normal-integrating group remained enhancing after the IRE. (B) Similarly, AI within the IRE decreased in the order of normal-

integrating, normal-non-integrating and dark-reared groups. The dark-reared group exhibited superadditivity in neither time 

windows.  *: Pairwise t test, p < 0.173; **: p < 0.001 
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above the line of unity), and thus as mentioned above, the populational mean of ME scores in the 

initial response window remained significantly greater than zero, indicating multisensory 

enhancement in this time window for the dark-reared sample group. 

The amount of multisensory benefit observed in the dark-reared samples were further compared 

to a statistical facilitation model prediction, where on each VA trial, the expected response was 

modeled to be the better of the two modalities when presented alone as if the two channels were 

activated separately without interaction. Multisensory responses exceeding this model prediction 

would indicate some form of cross-modal interactions that can explain the typical initial response 

enhancement, while responses magnitudes that generally follow the model prediction would help 

suggest separate activation as a parsimonious underlying mechanism. 

As shown in Figure 8B, the amount of multisensory enhancement observed in dark-reared 

neurons were largely diminished when compared to a statistical facilitation model prediction, 

with the data points evenly distributed on both sides of the line of unity. This reduced the 

incidence count of significant enhancement from 9/45 to 6/45 and resulted in the populational ME 

mean to be barely positive (ME = 9 ± 28%, one-sample t test, p = 0.0415), indicating that the 

amount of initial response enhancement in the dark-reared samples was very close to what would 

be observed were the visual and auditory modalities activated separately. 

In comparison, the normal-integrating samples exhibit levels of multisensory enhancement not 

explainable by statistical facilitation. Substituting the best unisensory response with the statistical 

facilitation prediction did not shift the overall distribution of data points (Figure 8C, 8D), with 

104 out of 109 samples remaining significantly enhanced, and the population remaining 

significantly enhanced (one-sample t test, p = 0.0076). 
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Noise-reared animal receiving highly variable exposure 

After being raised in the omnidirectional white noise, the animal was exposed, within its left 

visual filed, with over 26600 repetitions of spatially asynchronous visuo-auditory cues (see 

Methods) over the time of span of 2 month. The animal was subsequently used for recording from 

a total of 8 SC cells with receptive fields encompassing the exposure site. These neurons 

exhibited occasionally multisensory enhancement capabilities, with 4 out of 8 cells showing 

significantly elevated multisensory responses to at least one pair of cues tested, delivering a total 

Figure 8. Statistical facilitation accounts for enhancement in the IRE for dark-reared neurons but not normal neurons.  

(A) The dark-reared neurons had consistently higher multisensory responses than the best unisensory responses in the IRE, 

(B) which enhancement were largely diminished when the best unisensory responses were substituted for statistical 

facilitation expectations. For the normal-integrating neurons, the multisensory responses in the IRE remained clearly greater 

than both the best unisensory as well as the SF expectation. Red data points were defined to be integrating with ME 

significantly greater than 0. The numbers show the incidence of integrating neurons in each sample. Diagonal lines: y = x. 
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of 11 integrating (mean ME = 88%), and 37 non-integrating (mean ME = 12%) samples out of 

various testing cue pairs that elicited reliable responses within each sensory modality. 

Thus, on the majority of the cases, these cells failed to integrate inputs from two modalities over 

the whole response. Nonetheless, mimicking the samples from the dark-reared animals, they 

showed an elevated response in the early response window (Fig 9). the level of initial response 

enhancement from these non-integrating samples from the noise-reared cats were rather similar to 

that of the dark-reared sample (noise-reared, ME = 27% ± 60%; dark-reared, ME = 26% ± 31%; 

independent sample t test, p = 0.927). This result showed that even after extensive exposure, 

cross-modal exposure with highly variable coupling was insufficient in inducing normal level of 

multisensory enhancement in the sensory-deprived subject. 

 

Figure 9 High-variance cross-modal exposure only induced minimal enhancement in noise-reared neurons.  

Conventions are the same. Notice the moderate elevation of the magenta trace from the green trace in the IRE. 
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DISCUSSION 

Depriving animals of inputs into a specific sensory modality (e.g. vision or hearing) has been 

proven to result in disrupted SC multisensory capabilities involving that specific modality (see 

review by Stein et al., 2014), namely misaligned receptive fields between modalities and the 

incapability to produce enhanced multisensory responses beyond the best unisensory input, both 

of which would lead to the prediction that these animals are not likely able to gain a behavioral 

benefit from concordant cross-modal cues since from which the system seems incapable of 

generating a better tuned sensory representation to the combination of cues than to the better 

individual component. The results here confirmed this prediction by showing that when a dark-

reared cat was kept strictly free of visual-auditory experience, it failed to benefit from cross-

modal cues behaviorally, performing worse than what separate activation would predict, which 

indicates the existence of suppression between the two modalities that did not co-vary during the 

animal’s development as they would in a normal scenario. Notably, such impairment in 

performance was observed both for how often the animal could detect the target and for how 

accurate the animal was in going to the correct location. 

However, dark-reared cats exposed to a limited amount of uncontrolled cross-modal cues in a 

training setting turned out to develop some multisensory enhancement capabilities at as few as 

four months after initial exposure. Recent description of normal SC physiology that regardless of 

the enhancement magnitude over the whole response, a classic measure of multisensory 

capabilities, the initial response window produces the largest amount of enhancement (the IRE) 

over the best unisensory (Miller, 2017). This early window ([-20 ms, 30 ms]) is potentially 

representative of period crucial for the functionality of the structure since orienting behaviors 

including express saccades can be initiated as soon as under 100 ms after cue onset (Fischer, 

1983). In the case of express saccades, for the sensory representation by this structure to be 
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utilized downstream in generating an oculomotor program, any functionally relevant modulation 

of this activity would have to take place early enough. 

The normal-looking temporal correlation between the multisensory and the summed unisensory 

instantaneous firing rates indicates that, regardless of response magnitude, dark-reared SC 

neurons, similar to their normal counterparts, integrate both channels of information as soon as 

they arrive, instead of only following one channel and ignoring the other. A closer look at the 

enhancement profile in and after the initial response window revealed that the multisensory 

response evolved from following independent activation early in the response into suppressing 

each other to be non-enhancing later in the trace, mimicking the temporal profile of multisensory 

responses in normal animals, except for lower magnitude in all parts of the response. 

Due to the extended time span of physiology recording sessions and the repeated exposure to 

cross-modal testing stimuli, the SC neurons recorded in the dark-reared animal might represent a 

cohort with a trivial amount of development in multisensory enhancement properties, most 

prominently in the IRE. However, such elevated response was weaker even compared to the non-

integrating population of neurons in the normal cohort and its magnitude was barely better than a 

statistical facilitation prediction, meaning that such amount of ‘enhancement’ was achievable 

with mere separate activation and no further positive interaction between the two modalities. A 

similar amount of initial enhancement might be underlying the behavioral benefits observed in 

the dark-reared-exposed group, in which case a statistical facilitation prediction also largely held 

true.  

As previously demonstrated, exposing cats reared with a noise mask since birth to the normal 

environment with rich visual-auditory cues for up to 12 months did not restore normal SC 

neurons’ normal multisensory enhancement capabilities (Xu et al., 2017), however am increasing 

trend with time was observed in enhancement magnitude comparing no exposure, 6 months of 

exposure and 12 months of exposure. As shown here, an insignificant level of enhancement over 
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the whole response window does not forbid the early response window to show a moderate 

amount of enhancement in line with statistical facilitation predictions(as was the case with the 

normal-non-integrating and dark-reared group). It is possible that those cats, after 12 months of 

exposure, were already able to integrate cross-modal cues to some extent, in a fashion mostly 

likely inferior to normal, but potentially following statistical facilitation predictions. We show in 

the current study, exposing the cat to cross-modal cues with low-covariance coupling in a 

controlled fashion (anesthetized exposure), which captures the variability of the normal 

developmental environment, failed to rescue the SC physiology back to normal level. The 

majority of neurons showed impaired multisensory capabilities similar to those in the dark-reared 

cohort.  
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